April 1, 2020

Culinary Nesting

What can you get from CCS?
Improved culinary operations,
expert culinary knowledge,
industry connections,
networking through many
culinary and food affiliations,
an on-call mentor, a diverse
culinary background and
more.

LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK

INDUSTRY NEWS

Stuck at home-never thought I would say that, but it is the
reality of the day as I write to you. The hospitality, catering
and events business that has been my world for the last 35plus years is at a standstill. I am taking this as an
opportunity to ask you to do two things. If you haven't yet
ordered from a local restaurant, take the opportunity to do
so. I am asking you to avoid chain restaurants that have
restaurants on every corner, as they will survive because
they are a well-organized manufacturing operation
positioned to endure these economic times.
We need to order from the small businesses that are the
heart and soul of our culinary world. Whether they are 3
star or not, it doesn't matter; this is where food lives and
where our food community survives. You don't have to order
out every night, but enough for them to keep the lights on,
pay employees and be there when this has played out.
The other thing that I am asking you is to go back and find
your apron and the knife that may have been put aside
during the previous "normal" of "no time to cook." We have
an opportunity to remember the taste of freshly made white
bread for sandwiches, hand-made pasta, slow cooked stews
and items that needed just a little more time than we had in
the past.
I am taking this time to nest in my kitchen and make food
that is wholesome, honest and what we really want to eat. I
don't get the concept of the Armageddon buying mindsetthat if we have mayonnaise, canned tuna, jarred tomato
sauce and flour, we can survive. This is an opportunity to
connect as a family over a dinner, bake extra cookies and
share with the neighbors and divorce ourselves from the
center aisles and freezers of the grocery stores.

ACF Chefs and Culinary
Professionals of Chicagoland,
founded in 1925, is one of the
fastest-growing chapters of
the American Culinary
Federation (ACF). Click here
for more information.

There is no shortage of food in this country; we have
amazing local items around the edges of the store, local
bakers, small butchers and of course the 8000-plus local
breweries across the country. These fresh and local
commodities support farmers and small producers versus
giving food manufacturers the opportunity to restock the
massive cold storage units around the country with food
engineered to survive for a few years in hibernation.
This is not an indictment of the part of our industry for
which I am also a part, but rather a wake-up call that we
can't be reliant on them only in a time of need or when you
are too busy to care about what you eat. We definitely
should not be fighting over or hoarding TV dinners and
macaroni and cheese in a box.

What are my plans?

Recipes, reviews and
resources for everything food
and dining in the Chicago
area. Check out what's
happening this week.

The Cicerone Certification
Program certifies and
educates beer professionals in
order to elevate the beer
experience for consumers.
cicerone.org.

Fine tuning my fresh packed pickles
Keeping my Poolish starter alive and healthy for
bread and pizza
Refining my charcuterie, sausage making and
butchery skills
Make demi-glace the old school way
Channeling my inner Italian grandmother to make
hand-made pasta
Training my palate to differentiate between the New
World and Traditional hop varieties
Going on an interactive global culinary tour without
leaving our house. I bet there are a few ethnic
restaurants that I have not yet had that have
delivery or I can pick up
If you want to exchange some recipes, feel free to reach
out. Keep safe.
- Chef John Reed, CEC, CCA

PASTA GRANNIES
Check this out and cherish the country that is Italy and what
they may have lost: Pasta Grannies!

The hunt for unique craft
beers is just as fun as the
tasting. Here is The List of
beers that we have tasted at
our weekly craft beer tap
room meeting.

BEER
Heroes Collection
If you want a flavor tour of New World Hops, check out the
League of Heroes Collection from Revolution Brewing.

CHEESE

Not to be shy about it, but I
have been able to work with
some of the best Italian
cheeses you can get, and
they do make awesome pizza.
If you haven't tried them,
definitely look for Galbani
next time.
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